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Robotics Process Automation (RPA)
How does RPA bring value in tomorrow’s Supply Chains?
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Digital is disrupting the traditionally established supply chain models
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Multiple use cases coming together as ‘tactics’ in a broader transformation context
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Robotics can mimic rule-based human action which allows fast opportunities to automate manual 
processes

“Mimics Human Actions”

• Used for rule-based, 
simple to complex 
(transactional) processes

• Enables

‒ Faster handling time

‒ Higher volumes

‒ Reduced error rates 
and handling costs

“Mimics/
Augments Quantitative 

Human Judgment”

• Used for judgment 
based processes

• Covers machine 
learning capability

• Interprets human 
behavior

“Augments Human 
Intelligence”

• Used for predictive 
decisioning

• Dynamically self-
adaptable and 
managing

“Mimics Human 
Intelligence”

Turing Test Definition: “A 
test for intelligence in a 
computer, requiring that 
a human being should be 
unable to distinguish the 
machine from another 
human being by using the 
replies to questions put to 
both”

Robotics Artificial Intelligence (AI)

Medium to high maturity Low to medium maturity Very low maturity

Cognitive Cognitive True AI
+
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RPA can automate repetitive actions to optimize transactional processes and increase efficiency

R o b o t s  a r e …

• Computer-coded 
software

• Programs imitating 
human interaction 
with applications

• Cross-functional and 
cross-application

… t h e y  c a n …

• Validate and analyze 
data

• Gather information 
and record data

• Calculate, decide 
and produce

• Transport and 
communicate

• Report

… i n  a p p r o p r i a t e  
p r o c e s s e s

• Business relevant 
and business impact 
driven

• Rule-based & 
repetitive tasks / 
processes

• Based on structured 
input data

• Operations with mid 
to high transactional 
volume

• Prone to human 
error

B e n e f i t s  o f  R PA

24/7 Operations
Non-stop performance and 
no queues at peak
Scalability
Capacity can be increased 
without long build-up phase

Cost Reduction
Cost reduction of 30% - 60% 
(net) per automated process

Speed Increase
Decrease of turnaround 
time by up to 80%

Quality Increase
Avoiding human errors

“RPA helps humans become 
more human at work“
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Across nearly all supply chain-relevant processes, there is strong potential for automation to boost 
operational efficiency

Low Medium HighOpportunities for Automation
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Manage Transportation

Build Loads Route Shipments
Select, Rate and 

Schedule Shipments

Load Vehicle & 
Generate Ship-ping 

Documents

SR1.2

Process Orders

Check for Inventory 
Availability, Reserve 

Inventory & 
Determine Delivery 

Date

Process Inquiry & 
Quote

Receive, Enter & 
Validate Order

Process Complaints 
and Inquiries

Release and 
Consolidate Orders

Generate 
Invoice & Collect 

Payment

Manage Warehousing

Receive Product from 
Source or Make 

Pick Product

SR1.2

Execute Returns, 
Repairs & Recalls

Perform Returns 
Planning

Manage Returns 
Policies and 
Procedures

Process Returns/ Recalls

Pack and Label 
Shipment

Manage Warehouse 
Operations

Deliver Product to 
Customer

Manage Im- / Export & 
Customs Compliance

Manage & Operate 
Transportation Assets

Manage
Freight Pay and Audit 

Process

SR1.2

Perform Demand Planning

Perform Material Requirements Planning

Generate BOM 
Explosion and Inventory 

Netting

Customer CollaborationEnterprise Forecasting

Demand Sensing

Perform Integrated Business Planning (S&OP)

Conduct Supply 
Balancing

Add New Product 
Development & 
Discontinuation

Hold Level 1 and Level 2 
S&OP Meeting

Conduct 
Financial 

Reconciliation

Perform Production 
Planning

Capacity Planning

Master Production 
Scheduling

Manage Material 
Requirements

Manage In-bound 
Receipts

SR1.2

Perform Inventory 
Control

Track Product Lots and 
Batches

Plan and Manage 
Inventory

Perform Inventory Planning

Perform Distribution Requirements Planning

Plan Distribution 
Requirements

Deploy Constrained 
Supply and Publish Plan

P
la

n
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Master Data 

Management
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Thank you!

Richard Bradley
Director, Consulting
Enterprise Technology & Performance
Deloitte Switzerland
Tel: +41 58 279 8712
Mobile: +41 795 707 556
ribradley@deloitte.ch

mailto:ribradley@deloitte.ch
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DTTL’s member firms, or any of the foregoing’s affiliates (collectively, the “Deloitte Network”) are, by means of this presentation, rendering 
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